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CHAPTER II

REVIEWOF RELATED LITERATURE

This chapter presents review of related literature which is based on

relevant theories. It covers the definition of literature, types of literature,

definition of film, genres of film, elements of film, definition of profession, types

of profession, teacher, characteristics of teacher, function of teacher, definition of

disability, classification of disability, definition of deaf-blind, causes of deaf-blind,

particular challenges facing the family, teachers and caregivers of a person who is

deaf-blind.

2.1 Definition of literature

Literature and human beings cannot be separated from each other because

literature is one of important parts of human’s life. Literature is one of media for

expressing human’s feeling, ideas, experiences, etc. like the relation of literature

and language, they cannot either be separated frm each other. Literature is created

to stimulated the readers’ imagination, feeling, and experiencetoward the story by

using the language.

According to haradjana (in Hartiningsih,2001:2), literature is the standard

of expression from what the people shown in life, have experienced about life,

have lost in thought and felt about aspects of life which interest directly and

forcefully. It is an expression of life passing through language form.
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Literature usually is talking about human life. Literature expresses a series

of happening of human life such their problems, struggles of life and conflicts

which are considered to be difficult to understand (Hartiningsih: 2001). In other

words, literature is such a reflection of human’s life, because what happened in

human life can be expressed in literary works.

According to Podis, in Hartiningsih (2001), literature is an art form that

generally means an imaginative writing from which the fictional word is

created.literature often attempts to convey something important about life. It gives

insight into human naturein general or into the ways of fate of society. It is proof

that literature is a real reflection on human happines or sorrow. It means that

literature can teach about how the real life exactly to the readers.

So, from the explanation above the researcher conclude that literature is

human’s expression. Human beings can express their feelings, ideas, thoughts and

experiences in literature. Literature is not only for expressing the feeling but also

can get valuable and knowledge by learning literature

2.2 Types Of Literature

Literature has two main division; literature of knowledge and literature of

imagination (Connolly, in Koesnobroto: 1988). Literature of knowledge presents

facts, ideas, or happenings for example: the explanation of scientific process.

While, literature of imagination interprets experience by a fictious presentation of

persons, ideas and events.

2.3 Definition Of Film
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Film is one of the art that perform any kinds of entertainment, information

and knowledge. Some films are taken away from true story and play again by

versed actress and actors, so the viewers will more drift and enjoy its story. For

example, if it shows the suffering, automatically the viewers will drop the tears, or

if it shows the joke, unawares, the viewers will laugh. Another expert Bazin (in

Colman: 2009) says, film is a combination of different parts, expression,

technologies and events.

Film draws from the tradition of life theatre which includes techniques of

staging, lighting, movement and gestures. Moreover, in film the makers not only

create staging and lighting, but also shoot the actors or the actrees and add sound

and visual effects to make a film more interesting.

2.4 Genres Of Film

Neale (2000) devides genres into eleven major genres, they are action-

adventure, biopics, comedy, contemporary crime (detective films, gangster films,

and suspense thrillers), epic spectacles, horror and science fiction, musicals, social

problems films, teenpics, war films, and western films. They are explained as

follows:

a. Action-adventure

Action-adventure films usually include high energy, big-budget physical,

stunts and chases, possibly with rescues, battles, fights, escapes. While adventures

film are usually exiting stories, with new experiences or exotic locales. Thus,

action-adventure is a preference for spectacular physical action, fights, chases and
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explosions, with wonderful special effects, and exciting experience. There may be

a story to save someone’s life or an adventure to look for something that was a

legend, for example is the journey to the center of the earth film.

b. Biopics

Biopics is a term derived from the combination of the words “biography”

and “pictures”. Custen (in Neale, 2000: 54) defines biographical film is a film

which describes the life of a historical person in past or present. It tells about

someone’s biography, for example is the film that tells about Quenn Elizabeth’s

life The Queen.

c. Comedy

Comedies are ligt-hearted plots consistenly and deliberately designed to

amuse and provoke laughter by exaggerating the situation, the language, action,

relationships and characters. Comedy film emphasison humor scene, for example

Mr. Bean films, and it is typically a happy ending story.

d. Contemporary Crime

In contemporary crime, there are three main types of film. They are the

detective film, the gangster film and the suspense thriller. The detective film is

focused on the unsolved crime that usually the murder or disappearance of one or

more of the characters, or a theft, such as Sherlock Holmes film. The gangster film

are developed arround the sinister action of criminals or mobster, particularly

bankrobbers, who operate outside the law, stealing and murdering their way
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through life. The suspense thriller focuses on the victims of crime and it

emphasizes on their response.

e. Epic and Spectacles

The epic and spectacle film are film that tell historical event with a big

budget because it is supported by the setting, background and costume of the film

that has been gone for a long time ago. It often shares elements of the elaborate

adventure films genre. Epics take an historical or imagined event, mythic,

legendary, or heroic figure, and add an extravagant setting and lavish costumes,

accompanied by grandeur and spectacle, dramatic scope, high production values,

sweeping musical score.

f. Horror and Science Fiction

According to Betting (in Neale: 2000), horror is when it is showing some

of its motives, like graveyards and crypts, crumbling dwellings, demons, and

decomposing corpses. Moreover, it can show figures of threat, destruction and

violence of mad scientists, psychopats, extraterrestrials and so on. Horror films

are designed to frighten and to invoke our hidden worst fears and shocking finale.

It can be seen in The Orphan Film.

The science fiction involves extrapolated or fictitious science, or fictitious

use of scientific possibilities, or it may be simply fictions that takes place in the

future or introduces some radical assumption about the present or the past (in

Neale: 2000). Science fiction often expresses the potential of technology to

destroy humankind and easily overlaps with horror films, particularly when
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technology or alien life. Nowadays, hollywood film is giving more monstrous

mutation figure to the audience to feel fear, scared and terror. For example E.T

film.

g. Musicals

Musicals films are cinematic forms that emphasize full-scale scores or song

and dance routines in a significant way. It is also centered on combination of

music, dance, song or choreography. Millard (in Neale: 2000) stated that the

hollywood musical is a product of the advent of sound, of the industry’s

commitment to an ethos and to forms of entertainment represented, among other

things, by the theatrical musical, by broadway, and by Tin Pan Alley, of its stake

in the music publishing, recording and radio industries conversion.

h. Social Problem Film

According to Landy (in Neale: 2000), the social problem is directed

toward the dramatization of topical social issues—capital punishment, prison life,

jufenile delinquency, poverty, marital conflict, family tension, and to a lesser

degree, racism. Whereas, according to roffman and purdy (in Neale: 2000), the

problem film combines social analysis and dramatic conflict within a coherent

narrative structure. Social content is transformed into dramatic events and movie

narrative adapted to accomodate social issues as story material through a

particular set of movie conventions. In short, social problem is a film that tells

about the society problem that usually occurs in reality life and full of dramatic

scene. For example is The Blind Side.
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i. Teenpics

Teenpics film is a film that tells about teenager’s life, their problem, their

trend or even their juvenile delinquency. For examplen is Clique film. A period

in life between chilhood and adulthood has been market by most societies in

most periods of history (Graff in Neale, 2000: 110).

j. War films

War films is the actual combat fighting (against nation or humankind) on

land, sea, or in the air provide the primary plot or background for the action of the

film. These usually tell about war and usually set in the First World War, Second

World War or Vietnam War. Saving Private Ryan is one of the war film’s

examples.

k. Western film

Western are the major defining genre of the American film industry.

Buscombe (in Neale, 2000: 125) goes on to note the western’s ‘imaginative’

relationship to America’s geography and to America’s history. The film always

has a cowboy background, the dessert, the swinging saloon door, the pistols, the

horses and so on.
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Finally, from those explanation above, the writer concludes that film used

in this research is categorized as biopics genres. It can be seen from “ The Miracle

Worker” film that tells about the historical life of Hellen Keller’s biography in

past.

2.5 Elements of Film

This section discusses some point dealing with the topic of study. The

elements of film are character, theme, plot, setting, point of view, and conflict.

2.5.1 Character

According to Booth (2005:140) character is someone who acts, appears or

is refered to as playing a part in a literary work, usually fiction or drama. It means

that character presented in dramatic or narrative work that has moral and

dispositional qualities that can be seen from his dialogues and action

Moreover, DiYanni (2004: 922) has stated character in the story can be

classified as major and minor, static and dinamic, flat and round. A major

character is important figure, centre of the play’s action and meaning. Minor

character has fiction to illuminate the major characters are often static and

unchanging. While, Kinszner & Mandell (2001: 111-112) describe dynamic

characters grow and change in chores of a story, developing as they react to events

and to other characters and a static character may face the same challenges a

dynamic character might face but will remain essentially unchanged while a static

character who was selfish and arrogant will remain selfish and arrogant,

regardless of the nature of the story’s conflict. Then round character is well
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developed, closely involved in and responsive to the action by contrast, flat

character is barely developed or stereotypical.

Furthermore, according to Arp & Johnson (2006:104) based on its role,

character can be categorized into protagonist and antagonist. Protagonist is the

central in a conflict, whether sympathetic or unsympathetic as a person. It is

preferable to the popular term “hero” or “heroin”, an admirable character that

embodies widely accepted strengths and virtues who is morally good. These

characters are like goodness, patient, bravery, kindness. The other one is

antagonist, that is person or force opposes the protagonist or central character in a

story or drama. These characters usually have a bad personality such as like cruel,

coward, impudent and rough.

2.5.2 Plot

The important element of film is plot. It is refers to the author’s

arrangement of an incident in a story. It is the organizing principle that controls

the order of events. According to DiYanni :

Plot is the arrangement of events that make up the story. A story plot keeps
us turning pages: we read to find out what will happen next. For a plot to
be effective, it must include a sequence of incidents that bear a significant
causal relationship to each other. Causality is an important feature of
realistic fictional plot: it simply means that one thing happens as a result of
something else (2004:43).

It means that plot is the first and most obvious quality of a story. Without

a good plot, a story will not be interesting. Moreover, DiYanni also describe the

plot of many plays by using the following scheme :
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2.5.3 Theme

According to Kinszner & Mandell (2001:344) “The theme of a work of

literature is its central or dominant idea”. It means that theme provides

generalization of idea derived from the story as a whole.

Moreover, Kinzner & Mandell (2001:345) also stated that “Different

readers may see differnt theme in a story, but any interpretation or theme must

make sense in light of what is actually in the story”. So, theme is not always easy

to express, but some principles and can aid you in articulating the central meaning

of a work. The readers have to the whole of the story to know the theme.

2.5.4 Setting

Setting is the location of story. It is the time and place when and where the

action of story takes place. Setting is very important in a story because it helps us

to appreciate the background of the story. Turner (2002:8) divides setting into

four elements that are, first, the setting time and place if the events occur over

along period of time, they will usually occur in the same location. Second, the

Rising action

Climax

ResolutionNarrative hookExposition

Falling Action
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setting fills in the background such as historically, socially, geographically,

politically, economically, or religiously. Third, the setting affects the characters,

their action the theme and the stories outcome. The example is geographical

features of location such as scenery, a harsh environment, outer space. The last,

the setting builds the atmosphere and tone if it is influential in developing the

action.

Based on the definition, it can concluded that setting is important in a film.

Setting can give information about everything that happens somewhere at

sometimes that element of fiction which reveals to us. But, setting cannot stand by

itself; it has to make relationship with the other elements of film.

2.5.5 Conflict

Macmillan states that conflict is the struggle between two opposite forces

that lies at the center of a plot in a story in the film. There are two kinds of

conflict; they are external and internal conflict. External conflict exists when a

character struggles against some outside force such as another person, nature,

society, or fate. While, internal conflict exists within the mind of the character that

is for between opposing feeling or goals.

Another expert, Holman, in Hartiningsih (2001), says that not only implies

the struggle of protagonist against someone or something but also implies the

existence of some motivation for the conflict or some goals to be achieved by it.

Furthermore, Edward H. Jones Jr. mentions that there are three kinds of

conflict that are as follows:
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 Physical conflict is conflict between human being and nature.

 Social conflict is conflict between one person against another.

 Psychological conflict is a conflict between man and conscience, his/her

guilt, or simply trying to decide what his going to do struggling against

himself or her.

2.5.6 Point of View

Point of view is central term in writing about movie basically about seeing

the world in certain way. Skilfully, the authors can fix their audiences attention on

exactly the detail, opinion or emotion. The author wants to emphasize by

manipulating the point of view of the story. The relationship a camera has to a

person or action. Usually films use an objective point of view, so that most of

what is shown is not confined to anyone person’s perspective.

According to Quinn (2006) “the perspective from which the action in a

story is viewed”. Common point of view includes:

1. First person in which the “I” of the story is a participant or observer.

2. Second person (rarely used) design to draw the reader in more closely, it is in

effect a novel way of presenting a first person narration, as in Jay

Mclnerney’s Bright Lights, Big city (1984)

3. Third person; the most traditional form of third- person narrative is that of the

omniscient narrator, in which the narrative force (usually identified with that
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of the author) is presumed to know everything there is to know about the

characters and action.

2.5.7 Motion

Motion is an important part of the film. Motion itself is the act of moving

which make the film more alive. Motion also make film different from novel. The

viewers can see the motion of the actors clearly in the film. The actors in the film

usually do many physical motion so, the story of the film can be understood by

the viewers.

2.5.8 Music and Sound Effect

Sound and music give certain effect and good athmosphere in films.

Therefore sound and music are necessary in film. It is important to make the film

more alive. So film will not make the viewers bored if film has music and sound.

Music and sound also make film more intersting.

2.5.9 Costumes

Costumes are clothes worn by the actors in the film. Every film has

specific costumes to explain the story of the film because costumes will tell the

viewers something about the actors. Costumes also give beautiful effects to the

film to interest the viewers.

2.5.9 Dialogue
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Dialogue is so important in film. The viewers can understand the story of

the film because of dialogues. The actors have to make dialogue to explain the

story to the viewers. Therefore film cannot be separated from dialogue.

2.6 Profession

This section explains about the definition of profession and types of profession

2.6.1 Definition of profession

The word “Profession” is originally from Latin “professio” which has

two meanings, namely promises/pledges and work. In narrow terms a word of

“profession” defines activities which are based on specific expertise, demanded

than the implementation of social norms well. In broader terms of the profession

is that any activities and anyone who earn a living with a certain expertise ( Yeni

2006).

The words of profession known from three sources of meaning, namely

etymology meanings, terminology meaning and sociology meanings. They are as

follows:

 Etymolgy Meaning

The terminology of profession is from English Language or

another ones refers to latin (profecus) which means admitting,

acknowledgement, be capable or master of some specific jobs.

 Terminology Meaning

The means of profession can be defined as specific jobs which

requiring high education for subject, rather to be forced in mental task, no

manual task. Mental ability here is considered by Danim (2002) “a
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requirement of knowledge theoretical as instrument to commit practical

behavior”.

 Sosiology Meaning

Vollmer and Mill (Syamsuddin, 1996) perceived profession which

is not only as model types or types of jobs but the reality is not easy to

create. However, it can be still attained seriously. Supriadi (1999) states

that “Profession indicates a jobs or position that demands a skill,

responsibility, and loyalty toward profession.”

2.6.2 Types of profession

According to suprihatiningrum (203:56) professional jobs can be

categorized into two main categorization, namely hard profession and soft

professions.

 Hard Profession

A job can be categorized as hard profession if a job shows the

steps detail, clear and definite. A person who has graduate from education,

they can hold hard profession to attain basic standard, which a person can

work independently even though without further training. Doctor

profession and pilot is precise examples to represent the category of hard

profession.

 Soft Profession

The category of soft profession needs art to implementation of the

jobs. The characteristic of profession can be explained in detail and
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definite because it depends on situation when the works be done. Thus, to

defend professionalism and can improve the competence of the profession,

which is needed to development and on going education based on needs

and demands from community. That’s why inservice institution of training

for soft profession are vital. Profession can be categorized as soft

profession which they are journalist, lawyer and teacher.

Teacher profession are compatible to categorize as soft profession as in

teaching teacher can do various way according to community conditions, school,

and student. Variant model, method, and learning strategy can be applied by

teacher to different situation. In this case it can be said teacher have to have sense

of art in teaching.

2.7 Teacher

Julius (in Chamani 2008:2) gives a definition of a teacher basing on his

role to the society that: “ A teacher is the only person who is capable of importing

knowledge and shaping the youths to the wider scope of knowledge. Teacher are

capable of living and moulding the youths such that their power is paramount as

they determine the fate of the society. Both teachers and parents live with the

children for a long time and hence they are capable of imparting knowledge, skills

and values that cannot be easily challenged by the society.” (Nyere: August 1996).

A teacher has also been defined as a person i.e. “ an expert who is capable

of imparting knowledge tha will help learners to build, identify and to acquire

skills that will be used to face the challenges in life. The teacher also provides to

the learners knowledge, skills and values that enhance development. An educated
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person is capable of utilizing the available the opportunities in both private and

public sectors. The educated person can easily secure employment as well as

having life skills that will anable him/her to interact well in the society.” (Senge

2000:26).

Moreover, a teacher has been defined as a person who has knowledge,

skills and special training, explaining and educating. The teacher is the person

who is capable of creating behavioural change in term of cognitive, psychomotor

as well as affective domain

2.7.1 Characteristics of teacher

Teaching is hard work and some teachers never grow to be anything better

than mediocre. They do the bare minimum required and very little more. The

great teachers, however, work tirelessly to create a challenging, nurturing

environment for their students. Great teaching seems to have less to do with our

knowledge and skills than with our attitude toward our students, our subject, and

our work.

According to Orlando (2013), there are some characteristics of a teacher, they are

explained as follows:

1. A teacher is warm, accessible, enthusiastic and caring.

This person is approachable, not only to students, but to everyone on

campus. This is the teacher to whom students know they can go with any

problems or concerns or even to share a funny story. Great teachers possess

good listening skills and take time out of their way-too-busy schedules for
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anyone who needs them. If this teacher is having a bad day, no one ever

knows—the teacher leaves personal baggage outside the school doors.

2. A teacher has his own love of learning and inspires students with his passion

for education and for the course material. He constantly renews himself as a

professional on his quest to provide students with the highest quality of

education possible. This teacher has no fear of learning new teaching

strategies or incorporating new technologies into lessons, and always seems to

be the one who is willing to share what he’s learned with colleagues.

3. A teacher can “shift-gears” and is flexible when a lesson isn’t working.

This teacher assesses his teaching throughout the lessons and finds new

ways to present material to make sure that every student understands the key

concepts.

4. A teacher maintains professionalism in all areas—from personal

appearance to organizational skills and preparedness for each day. Her

communication skills are exemplary, whether she is speaking with an

administrator, one of her students or a colleague. The respect that the great

teacher receives because of her professional manner is obvious to those

around her.

2.7.2 Function of teacher

The function of teachers is to help students learn by imparting knowledge

to them and by setting up a situation in which students can and will learn

effectively. But teachers fill a complex set of roles, which vary from one society
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to another and from one educational level to another. Function can be interpreted

as duties or tasks specific to a given role or position.

Zombwe (2008) said there are eleven duties and responsibilities of a

teacher. They are explained as follows:

1. To give knowledge and utilize potensials.

A teacher has a responsibility to offer knowledge according to the level of the

learners. This take us directly to the main responsibility of a teacher who is

considered the source of knowledge..

2. To maintain and build dicipline/values to the pupils

One of the most difficult responsibilities of teacher is to maintains dicipline.

But if the teachers uses different approaches, it will be possible to maintain

dicipline in the class. One of the principles a teacher may use to maintain

dicipline in the class is to have class regulations. The teacher is also supposed

to build the attitude patriotism to the country among pupils

3. Creative and researcher

A teacher is always a researcher. She/he uses most of her/his time conducting

researches on her/his pupil. Through research the teacher can easily

understand her/his pupils’ learning abilities. In a research, a teacher identifies

pupils’ potentials and their relevance to the society. The teacher normally

creates new teaching approachess. By updating her/his knowledge of skills,

the teacher will be able to give relevant material to her/his pupils. In terms of
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creativity, a teacher is expected to creative enough to make his lesson natural

and intersting to pupils.

4. The role model

a. Should be a good example in her/his work: the important of a teacher as

a role model has been documented extensively. A teacher like a medical

doctor should set a good example so that the pupils can emulate from his

teachings. Ppupils tend to emulate from their teachers in the course of

teaching and learning process. Also pupils tend to emulate teachers’

attitude towards different aspects of life.

b. A role model in good conduct/behavior as well as hard working spirit:

being facilitators in the learning process, teachers are expected to be a role

model in the society. A good teacher is the one who involves his pupils

during the teaching and learning process. Also a good teacher makes

his/her lesson interesting to the pupils. He/ she should be a good example

for the pupils.

5. A facilitator

A teacher is a facilitator in the learning and teaching process. In the past the

teacher was considered the only source of knowledge, but nowadays the

orientation is different. Instead the teacher is not considered to be the only

source of knowledge but rather a facilitator in the learning process. The

participative teaching approach has changed the role of a teacher. The

teaching approach today is based on the problem solving on the part of the

pupils. Rather than being considered the source of knowledge, the teacher is

nowadays considered as just a facilitator.
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2.8 Disability

In this section explain about definition of disability and classification of disability

2.8.1 Definition of Disability

Disability is the condition of difficulty in carrying out daily activities

normally and in taking part in social life due to problems in parts of the body and

the physical system as well as obstacles created by physical, social, cultural

environment and by communication. (Nepal Goverment 2006).

2.8.2 Classification of Disability

According to the nature of the problem and difficulty in the parts of the body and

in the physical system, disability has been classified into the following seven

categories.

1. Physical Disability: Physical disability is the problem that arises in

operation of physical parts, use and movement in a person due to problems

in nerves, muscles and composition and operation activities of bones and

joints. For example: polio, cerebral palsy, absence of a body part, effect of

leprosy, muscular dystrophy, problem with joints and spinal chord, club

feet, rickets, weakness produced due to problem related to bones etc. are

physical disability. Short and stunted also fall into this category.

2. Disability related to vision: Disability related to vision is the condition

where there is no knowledge about an object's figure, shape, form and color

in an individual due to problem with vision. This is of two types.

a. Blind: A person who cannot see the fingers of hand by both eyes at a

distance of 10 feet despite treatment (medicine, surgery and use of glasses),
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or cannot read the first line of Snellen chart (3/60), then that person is

blind.

b. Low Vision: If any person who cannot distinguish fingers of a hand

from a 20 feet distance despite treatments like medicine, surgery and use

of glasses, in other words, cannot read the letters of the fourth line of

Snellen chart, then that person has low vision.

3. Disability related to hearing: Problems arising in an individual related to

discrimination of composition of the parts of hearing and voice, rise and

fall of position, and level and quality of voice is a disability related to

hearing. It is of two types:

a. Deaf: An individual who cannot hear, speaks incoherently or cannot

speak and who has to use sign language for communication is deaf. An

individual who cannot even hear sound above 80 decibels is deaf.

cannot talk clearly, can only speak little, who needs to put hearing aid in the

ear to listen, is a hard of hearing. An individual who can hear sound

between 65 decibels and 80 decibels is a hard of hearing.

4. Deaf-Blind: An individual who is without both hearing and vision is a deaf-

blind disabled.

5. Disability related to voice and speech: Due to difficulty produced in parts

related to voice and speech and difficulty in rise and fall of voice to speak,

unclear speech, repetition of words and letters is disability related to voice

and speech.

6. Mental Disability: The inability to behave in accordance with age and

situation and delay in intellectual learning due to problems arising in relation
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to implementation of intellectual activities like problems arising in the brain

and mental parts and awareness, orientation, alertness, memory, language,

calculation is mental disability.

a. Intellectual disability/Mental retardation: An individual having difficulty

in carrying out activities relative to age or environment due to absence of

intellectual development before age of 18 years is intellectual

disability/mental retardation.

b. Mental illness: Mental disability is an inability where there is difficulty in

living daily life due to mental illness or weakness or deviation.

c. Autism: Absence by birth of normal behavior in accordance with a

person's age, to show abnormal reaction, to keep on repeating one activity, to

not socialize with others or to show extreme reaction is autism.

7. Multiple disability: Multiple disability is a problem of two or more than two

types of disability mentioned above.

8. Classification of disability based on the seriousness of weakness:

a. Complete disability: Total disability is a condition where there is difficulty

in carrying out daily activities even with the continuous assistance of others.

b. Severe disability: The condition of having to continuously take other

people's assistance in order to carry out individual daily activities and to take

part in social activities is acute disability.

c. Moderate disability: The condition of being able to perform daily activities

by self with or without taking others' support, if the physical facilities are
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available, the physical environment is removed and there are opportunities of

training and education, is called Moderate disability.

d. Mild disability: The situation where taking part in regular daily activities

and social activities by self is possible if there is no social and environmental

obstacle is ordinary disability.

2.9 Deaf-blind disability

In this section explains about definition of deaf-blind, causes of deaf-blind,

particular challenges facing the family, teachers and caregivers of a person who is

deaf-blind

2.9.1 Definition of deaf-blind

According to Miles (1999) Deafblindness is a condition in which the

combination of hearing and visual losses in children cause “such severe

communication and other developmental and educational needs that they cannot

be accommodated in special education programs solely for children with Deafness

or children with blindness" or Multiple Disabilities. Children who are called

Deafblindare singled out educationally because impairments of sight and hearing

require thoughtful and unique educational approaches in order to ensure that

children with this disability have the opportunity to reach their full potential.

A person who is Deafblind has a unique experience of the world. For

people who can see and hear, the world extends outward as far as his or her eyes

and ears can reach. For the young child who is Deafblind, the world is initially

much narrower. If the child is profoundly deaf and totally blind, his or her

experience of the world extends only as far as the fingertips can reach. Such

children are effectively alone if no one is touching them. Their concepts of the
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world depend upon what or whom they have had the opportunity to physically

contact.

If a child who is Deafblind has some usable vision and/or hearing, as many do,

her or his world will be enlarged. Many children called Deafblind have enough

vision to be able to move about in their environments, recognize familiar people,

see sign language at close distances, and perhaps read large print. Others have

sufficient hearing to recognize familiar sounds, understand some speech, or

develop speech themselves. The range of sensory impairments included in the

term “Deafblindness” is great.

2.9.2 Causes of deaf-blind

As far as it has been possible to count them, there are over 11,000 children (ages

birth to 22 years) in the United States who have been classified as Deafblind

(Baldwin, 1997). It has been estimated that the adult deafblind population

numbers 3540,000 (Watson, 1993). The causes of Deafblindness are many. Below

is a list of many of the possible etiologies of Deafblindness.

a. Major Causes of DeafBlindness

Syndromes :

 Down’s

 Trisomy 13

 Usher’

Multiple Congenital Anomalies :

 CHARGE Association

 Fetal alcohol syndrome

 Hydrocephaly
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 Maternal drug abuse

 Microcephaly

Prematurity Congenital

Prenatal Dysfunction :

 AIDS

 Herpes

 Rubella

 Syphilis

 Toxoplasmosis

Post-natal Causes :

 Asphyxia

 Encephalitis

 Head injury/trauma

 Meningitis

 Stroke

Some people are Deafblind from birth. Others may be born deaf or hard of

hearing and become blind or visually impaired later in life; or the reverse may be

the case. Still others may be adventitiously Deafblind—that is, they are born with

both sight and hearing but lose some or all of these senses as a result of accident

or illness.

Deafblindness is often accompanied by additional disabilities. Causes such as

maternal rubella can also affect the heart and the brain. Some genetic syndromes

or brain injuries that cause Deafblindness may also cause cognitive disabilities

and/or physical disabilities.
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2.9.3 Particular challenges facing the family, teachers, and caregivers of a

person who is deaf-blind.

a. Communication

The disability of Deafblindness presents unique challenges to families,

teachers, and caregivers, who must make sure that the person who is Deafblind

has access to the world beyond the limited reach of his or her eyes, ears, and

fingertips. The people in the environment of children or adults who are Deafblind

must seek to include them— moment by moment—in the flow of life and in the

physical environments that surround them. If they do not, the child will be

isolated and will not have the opportunity to grow and to learn. If they do, the

child will be afforded the opportunity to develop to his or her fullest potential.

The most important challenge for parents, caregivers, and teachers is to

communicate meaningfully with the child who is Deafblind. Continual good

communication will help foster his or her healthy development. Communication

involves much more than mere language. Good communication can best be

thought of as conversation. Conversations employ body language and gestures, as

well as both signed and spoken words. A conversation with a child who is

Deafblind can begin with a partner who simply notices what the child is paying

attention to at the moment and finds a way to let the child know that his or her

interest is shared.

This shared interest, once established, can become a topic around which a

conversation can be built. Mutual conversational topics are typically established
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between a parent and a sighted or hearing child by making eye contact and by

gestures such as pointing

or nodding, or by exchanges of sounds and facial expressions. Lacking significant

amounts of sight and hearing, children who are Deafblind will often need touch in

order for them to be sure that their partner shares their focus of attention. The

parent or teacher may, for example, touch an interesting object along with the

child in a nondirective way. Or, the mother may imitate a child’s movements,

allowing the child tactual access to that imitation, if necessary. (This is the tactual

equivalent of the actions of a mother who instinctively imitates her child’s

babbling sounds.) Establishing a mutual interest like this will open up the

possibility for conversational interaction.

Teachers, parents, siblings, and peers can continue conversations with

children who are Deafblind by learning to pause after each turn in the interaction

to allow time for response. These children frequently have very slow response

times. Respecting the child’s own timing is crucial to establishing successful

interactions. Pausing long enough to allow the child to take another turn in the

interaction, then responding to that turn, pausing again, and so on—this

backandforth exchange becomes a conversation. Such conversations, repeated

consistently, build relationships and become the eventual basis for language

learning.

As the child who is Deafblind becomes comfortable interacting

nonverbally with others, she or he becomes ready to receive some form of

symbolic communication as part of those interactions. Often it is helpful to

accompany the introduction of words (spoken or signed) with the use of simple
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gestures and/or objects, which serve as symbols or representations for activities.

Doing so may help a child develop the understanding that one thing can stand for

another and will also enable him or her to anticipate events.

Think of the many thousands of words and sentences that most children

hear before they speak their own first words. A child who is Deafblind needs

comparable language stimulation, adjusted to his or her ability to receive and

make sense of it. Parents, caregivers, and teachers face the challenge of providing

an environment rich in language that is meaningful and accessible to the child

who is Deafblind. Only with such a rich language environment will the child have

the opportunity to acquire language herself or himself. Those around the child can

create a rich language environment by continually commenting on the child’s own

experience using sign language, speech, or whatever symbol system is accessible

to the child. These comments are best made during conversational interactions. A

teacher or a parent may, for example, use gesture or sign language to name the

object that he or she and the child are both touching, or name the movement that

they share. This naming of objects and actions, done many, many times, may

begin to give the child who is Deafblind a similar opportunity afforded to the

hearing child—that of making meaningful connections between words and the

things for which they stand.

Principal communication systems for persons who are Deafblind are these:

 touch cues

 gestures

 object symbols

 picture symbols
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 sign language

 Fingerspelling

 Signed English

 Pidgin Signed English

 Braille writing and reading

 Tadoma method of speech reading

 American Sign Language

 large print writing and reading

 Lip-reading speech

Along with nonverbal and verbal conversations, a child who is Deafblind needs a

reliable routine of meaningful activities, and some way or ways that this routine

can be communicated to her or him. Touch cues, gestures, and use of object

symbols are some typical ways in which to let a child who is Deafblind know

what is about to happen to her or him. Each time before the child is picked up, for

example, the caregiver may gently lift his or her arms a bit, and then pause, giving

the child time to ready herself or himself for being handled. Such consistency will

help the child to feel secure and to begin to make the world predictable, thus

allowing the child to develop expectations. Children and adults who are Deafblind

and are able to use symbolic communication may also be more reliant on

predictable routine than people who are sighted and hearing. Predictable routine

may help to ease the anxiety, which is often caused by the lack of sensory

information.


	



